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WELLESLEY, MASS., FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19, Price Five Cents.
On Sunday, Oct. 11. Dr. Hirrick ol" Boston
in the College Cliapel fiom the text; "The Grace of
God hath Appeared." lu his sermon the preacher traced
tlie history of the word, ^race through its various meimings,
thus explaining the definiteness. as well as the beauty
and grandeur of the expression "• The Grace of God."
He also showed how Christ was the visible representation
of this gnice. At the close of the service, the sweet
strains of the " Sanctus" from " St. Cecilia," as pliiyed bv
Miss Middlekaufl; seemed to echo the theme of the
sermon. The usual five o'clock prayer-meeting in the
or was led by Miss Pearsons of '83. The Chapel services
e conducted by Dr. Herrick. Those who remained
to the organ were rewarded with " Chant du Pnyson "
ening, Mrs. Booth, daughter-in-law of Gen. Booth, the
original promoter pf the movement which has resulted in the Salvation
Army, spoke to the students. Mrs. Booth, in spite of the plain, conven-
tional costume which she wears, is intuitively recognized as a woman of
much natural refinement and gentleness. Her Madonna-like face and
earnest, winning manner cannot fail to gain for her. wherever she goes,
due respect. Her talk was upon the aims of the Salvation Army and the
reason for their peculiar methods. Their first and chief thought is to bring
the souls of the poor to Christ. In order to accomplish this, they are
obliged to take for their principle, " The Adaptation of Measures," that is,
to dress as the poor, live as the poor, and do as the poor, in order to win
them. The success of this principle has been shown in ever>' country
where the Salvation Army have planted their banner, particularly in
India, Sweden and England. A few pictures, which Mrs. Booth gave
from the scenes of this army life, shownlainlv thnt it is &ce of ';,.'ou<
hardship aho ifc n, out
--^
Chrisfs sake His soldiers are willing to bear
even persecution.
Dr. Speakman on Nerves.
Dr. Speakman spoke to the Fresbiicn this week about treating the
system in a practical way. She first described the nervous sys-
uwards emphasizing the foUowl^^ points: Nervous troubles are
nhealthful, disL-asod. unEnvcrm-dlire. It is a mistaken idea that
discnsL- .u. nil i-iii I, \ lu-i-.nis pLf>ple often get too little
>' '^ '' '''- ii- cilit.iiily ^vL-ak or disordered by
>l. PhvM, ,,11, ,1 1 1 ,,.„., ,.-hc,-.. t., ,|.aw tl.c lin.
ions and -sanity. It is si.fer to sLi/ where there i;
conscience, good habits and good tiigcstion arc sec
us is abused. People with untmctable nerves




Should Auld Aequainlance Be Forgot?
following list of new positions has been received this week :
student at Wellesley '8f-'88, Chauncy Hall, Boston.
'88, Principal of GramrVVellwA. M. Fellows, student
School, Linden
Hattie N. Gage, student at Wellesley 86-'8S, Public
N. H.
Jeanie Oilman, B. A. "88, Flushing, L. 1.
Florence Hoffman, student at Welles!ey '85-'88, Oak G
Florence E. Homes. B. S. '86. Preparatory School of
AAer the fall elections, a






w. nan su ffrage,






The subject considered at thi
Oct. 11 was taken from Joshua I
:
condition of prosperity and succes:





ice to the will of God, a
being the general subject
Abbie A. Mattoon, B. A. '87, Keble School, Syracuse. N. Y.
Elizabeth B. Peckham, B. A.'88, School of Language, Newport, R. I.
Carrie M. Pierce, student at Wellesley 'fiU-'ST. Public School,
Edith A. True, B. A. 87. Private Tutor, Wellesley, Mass.
We cut the following from a western paper
;
just begun. The Moultan Ladies'
more than fifty students, and the a
to be overtaxed the first year. It
'college in the Domin.un."""^'" '
B. S., is a graduate of Wellesley,
Andrews of Rochester. She cot
scholarship and force of character
her."
our secondary education has
in Toronto has opened
B*'ons for boarders are likely
Iby those who have exam
'!" Miss Clara L.' Andr<
Professor H ibbard's
le first in the course of Monday evening er
-en, on the 15th of October, in the chapel,
J Fund, which was, so short a time ago,
I has already grown
Reading.
nments for the year,
was provided by the
one of Wellesley's
thousand dol
lars. As Professor Hibbard. of Wesleyan University, entered the chapel,
he found it well filled with Wellesley's own giris ; for even at the first
nouncement it was recognized that so many students would be intere
in the reading that it would be impossible to invite friends.
Professor Hibbard had evidently not heard of the notice, for he brought
with him those who were not College students. Hardly had Professor
Currier introduced the reader, when Toby Beck came '• trotting" in undei
cover of "The Chimes." So wrapt was Toby in the chimes, that he care
lessly suggested a valuable •' obserwation for the papers." not thinking
that the Courajit has a College edition and reporters are everyw
Toby, Meg and Richard all appeared true to life, but Alderman Cute had
a genial look in his eyes which n- severity could hide. The next selection
was taken from "Hamlee'—the passage immediately following the soliloquy.
Hamlet, Horatio and the ghost played their parts and then, with equal ease,
vanished from the room. Next, Sam Lawson began in his shiftless, in-
direct way to tell a story. But as to whether it was really a ghost story 01
not, Sam Lawson himself could merely say: " Sometimes I think
— and
then agin I don't know."
After the extract from •• Oldtown Stories," Professor Hibbard gave a
happy rendering of Southey's "Cataract of Lodore;" and the reading
which was opened by the music of '-The Chimes," was ended by the
sounding and resounding of " Poe's Bells." Professor Hibbard had been
requested to give the
-'Bells," for voice etVect, in which his excellence is
renowned. The entire entertainment was distinguished by its tone of re-
finement. It was characterized.not by striking ellccts, but by a beautiful
rendering of twice-told tales.
Class Elections.
Saturday evening, October 13, the class of
tions. The entire list was chosen on the first
president unanimously. The officers for the Se
President, Miss Mary L. Bean ; Vice Presidei
Recording Secretary, Miss Edith Jami
May Bantii ; Treasurer, Miss Caroli
Eleanor Gamble
; Second Historian. Miss A;
Isabel Stone,
On the same evening the class of '90 held
but owing to the eloquence of the several ora
sive arguments, and the enumeration of the
candidates in question—shining virlnes whit
selves, as they were obliged to admit, had been " quite surprised " t
cover the resulting votes were cast more deliberately than might otherwit
have been the case. As soon as the election is over, the full list of office,
will be published.
held their annual eJec-
second ballot, and the
Miss Alice Brewster;
Corresponding Secretary, Miss





od qualities of the
:A" o die-
ting of the Wellesley Association of New York
residence of the Rev. A. J. Barrett. Tvventy-
of the i,
ing Secretary
matter of assisting in
E. P, Whiting, Chairman of the c
sented a most excellent r
.





Report from the ^A^ellesley Association of New York,
The second annual mei
was held in Rochesterat th<
six members were present.
The meeting was called to order by the President, Mrs. W. A. Mont-
gomery, who welcomed the members in fitting words. After the minutes
meeting and the various reports had been read, the Corrcspond-
a the Association Miss Shafer's regrets. The
ng the debt of Norumbega was discussed. Miss
upon methods of work, pre
port, in which she suggested that the association
be resolved into several chapters, each chapter taking as a theme for in-
vestigation some one line of thought, study or research. Clubs on Sani-
tary Science, Japanese and Chinese History, German and the Classics
were formed.
The election of officers was
Griffith, -88 ; Vice President, M
Secretary and Treasurer, Miss Kate Andi
MissMyra W /e
After the business meeting had adjourned, the young ladies were in-
vited to the dining-room where a most sumptuous luncheon was awaiting
them. Miss Lothrop read a telegram of greeting from Mrs. Palmer.
Two toasts were offered, one to Alma Mater by Miss Griffith, the other to
i by Mrs Decker.
followed, in the pariors, a musical and literary enterta
consisting of a paper on College News prepared by Miss Andre
read by Miss Kate Andrews, a song by Miss Lewis, a paper upon
Related to Manual Training" by Mrs. Learing, and
by Mrs. Decker,
With the singing of the Collegs song,
-'To Alma Mater," the com
pany separnled to meet again in October, 1889.
Louise Lewis, Rec. Secetary lRR7-fi.
OUR OUTLOOK.
In August last, as every one knows, the Supreme Court of Washing
Territory pronounced the woman suflVage law of that Territory uncon
stitutional. We give our space this week to the admirable recapitulatioi
of the matter as stated by Alice Stone Blackwell in T/ie Woman's Journal
After reviewing the facts in the fraudulent test case, Miss Blackwell writei
follows
:
and both the Legislatures whith
woman suffrage law l.v tKMv> m:ij.jrui.'s. It hcc;nnc >.-vi,lint tr, opponents
tlwt while women vot<.M, no iL-isbrurc could h^ dcxtv.l ih.u would repeal
the woman sufiragc l,.w l he women h.ul u,.t cared mud. .,l,out the suf-
frage before it \\,,s ^^ivcn iljcin, but having once had it. and found what
they couhl amuriipli -li i,^ n m the promotion of order and good govern-
ly give it up. Hence it was necessary to
fiising them than hy straightfoi-ward re-
peal
; and this has now been done by the connivance of the Territorial Su-
preme Court. A great effort will be made this fall, v/hite the women arc
still unable to vole, to elect a Legislature that will repeal the suffrage law.
iittempt may veiy likely be successful. The gambling and liquor
st largely controlled the politics of the Territory until woman suffrage
broke their power. They rang bells and lit bonfires wheu the Supreme
Court decided the woman suffrage law unconstitutional the first time ; and
they will strain every nerve to prevent the obnoxious system from being
re-established.
If the United States Supreme Court were sure to sustain the present
decision, an appeal to that court would be a trump-card for the opponents
of sufirage to play. Such a decision by the highest court In the country
would not only confirm the disfranchisement of the Washington Territory
women, but would wipe oat woman sufirage in Wyoming, and make it
impossible of enactment in Dakota, Idaho, or any of the other Territories.
The U. S. Supreme Court, moreover, is a highly conservative body, and
its members do not believe in woman suffrage. Why, then, it may be
asked, do not the opponents
to get a decision in their favt
whole question once for ail?
The decision is condemned a
papers that are opposed to wi
has often been gone over in t
1 Washington Territory take tl
from the highest tribunal, and thus settle tl
Because, legally, their case is utterly weal
unsound in law, even by lawyers and new
man suffrage. To recapitulate briefly wh
lese columns: The organic act of the Terr
. all, V
MtL-; ;ti,j thai ihe Ten
Hildvotein all subsequent eie*
ure must not extend sufirage to
Jnited States. It is evident, t
n of Congress in this proviso w
The United States courts
are citizens ; and the fact of thi
Legislature should have power to say
ctions, with the exception that tha
any person who was not a citizen
o any candid judgement, that the
A'as to exclude aliens, not to exclude
have decided authoritatively that
izenship is not disputed. But
the Territorial Supreme Court takes the ground that Congres
passed the organic act. had only male citizens in mind, and that "citizen "
in the organic act, must therefore be interpreted as " male citizen. "
And this in face of the fact that the constitutional right of Territorial
legislatures to enfranchise women has always been recognized ; that seve-
ral Territories have given women full suffrage, and several more school
suffrage ; that women have been voting in Wyoming under a similar law
for nearly twenty years; and that when Congress wanted to take away
suffrage from the women of Utah, it did so by a special enactment, which
would have been wholly needless if the Territorial law giving suffrage to
women had been unconstitutional in itself. The United States Supreme
judges have a national reputation to sustain : they are not under the influ-
ence of the local liquor interest, like the Washington Territory judges
;
and it is at least doubtful whether their personal prejudices against woman
suffrage would be strong enough to lead them to sustain so strained a
construction of the law. At all events, the opponents of woman suffrage
prefer not to risk it.
The decision that woman suffrage is unconstitutional is already mak-
ing trouble in Washington Territory in various ways. A number of
wo.nen have been serving for years as notaries public, as they do in many
other parts of the counlrv . The Atcomi-v-General has decided that under
is ruling of the court, \\\' > (I'lvt i. _ .'l\ hold the ofiice. School suf-
jge. which the woj^i i ; i s have exercised for seventeen
:ars, is pronounced im^ n-Hinu .\i.ll as fiill sufirage. and women
e relegated to the political suitus they iield in 185i.
Tiie women of Washington Territory have one element of solid
mfort in their disfranchisement. They are suffering "for righteousness
ke. " Their votes have been taken away from them not because they
isconducted themselves at the polls, not because they became "unsexed,"
irred up domestic discord, not because the bad women voted and the
lod womeu stayed away ; but expressly because the good women did
pte, and voted for good things. Thus all the disreputable elements of the
Territory became united in a solid phalanx against them. Woman suf-
frage was pronounced unconstitutional the first time on the appeal of a
icted gambler, and the second time on that of a saloon-keeper's wife.
Dana Hall.
On Tuesday, Oct. 9, the Dana Hall School celebrated its annual fall
holiday. The glorious October day dreamed of was not realized ; yet,
nothing daunted by gray clouds and chilling winds, a large party took tlie
proposed pilgrimage to old Concord, whose quiet lanes once echoed witli
"the shot he.^^d round the world," and whose since peaceful beauty has
breathed its bpell into the spirit of sage and story-teller. The old battle-
ground, with its noble minute-man, the library rich in historic treasures, the
cemetery keeping siicred dust, were all centers of interest. Many a hushed
group gathered about the last resting-place of her who helped so many
litttf women. The old mansions of tiie town were eagerly inquired for
and identified. The w-iyside bushes which glowed in their autumnal
dress on the morning ride blushed behind a snowy veil upon the return,
while whitening road and fields made memorable the merry ride homc-
A healthful spirit of enjoyment in all out-of-door life rules at Dana
Hall tliis year. The few sunshiny days have been made the most of and
Pegan Hill, Cochituatc, Echo Bridge and Boston have already served as
objective points lor parties of ambitious trampers.
TWO PERIODS.
BY MARV S- CASK, A. B., I>EPA»TMEI»T OF
PHILOSOPHY.
AmoiiB the .pecial students rooming «t Stone Hall
.«ome years ago,
one whose schedule was so full that she could not
easily find t,me to
>te tivo periods to each lesson. She therefore not
only studied
clock, but rose in the
ve and. after dressing.
ng when she supposed it to be about half-past
t up in the dark until the rising bell rang, fearing
ight fall asleep again. As she thus lost much of
thcsleepll.atsheneeded. she xvas obliged in the evening
to rock con-
tinuallv t„ keep herself awake. Upon being asked
whether she could
study well in this way, she replied : "No-, but 1
can say that 1 have
spent two periods on mv lesson."
The school catechism of such a student would run somewhat
as fol-
lows Q. -What is a college?" A- -A place to keep rules.
Q,' "What are rules for?" A. To be kept." a Wh°'«*=
faculty of a college?" A. "A rulemaking body." 0,- " W^« '» *^
chiefdesireofthe members of the Faculty?" A.
'• That rules be kept.
Q, "What is the chief duty of a student?" A.
. To keep rules."
Q. "Why?" -'^. "In order that rules may be kept."
Thcre'iire many indications that a better spirit is beginning
'" n'"»,l
:
yet there is reason to fear that some of our
students --" --'•"
virtue to the process of sitting for two perioi
them. l'erhap> n-iic uf Ihem Kc
thirty or fori) VLar.
their lessons l>> -l>-o[
THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY.
A Letter From Our Representative.
FOUR MOONS ABROAD,
From Boston to Liverpool.
; Wood's Holl this sum-
gators can devote two or I





y, opened at OOOS n n in | ^^ pLOItENCB BIGELOW, A. B. WEI-LESLEY '84.
On the brightest and hottest of June Saturdays the good ship Pavonia.
indard of American I bound for Liverpool, steamed down Boston harbor just as the golden sun-
set faded.
.....B table is defrayed by some person
or
I The moment of parting was over. The last shower of roses had
'tVof SV-bt-frTers Sry-^s-r'^ol fallen I and as the dear familiar faces were lost in the crowd upon the
nie. year ami thu person selected was Miss Helen wharf and the white glimmer of Iwndkerchicfs
grew rhm. wc t.irned from
,dent in the Zoological department 'ft6-'8M. The Uhc past lo the future and began lo look for (
of her 5 And i
till attribute a magi
an open book bcfor
as the Mt. Holyokc students (
lifir books under their
huppo!
order
t better have served
lit neglects needful
„^„ , .^.^ If her purpose is to fulfil all
requirements, what
the exercise rules? If it is to convince her teacher
that she does what
expecte.! of her, is she honest? If to escape the
possibility of having^ to
admit tliai sIr- h:is studied but a short time, is she brave
"
teachei wisho. ,ioL-.s she think that her teacher really cares
more for the
two pL'ri."K tluin for hc-r health and future scholarship? If
to prepai
days Icvs-m, does she care nothing for the lessons of next
week and
nionth: And is she certain that the exercise would
her purpose even for to-day?
It is indeed true that in so large and complex a
essiirilv arise certain administrative requirements about which
judge but the administrative officen
chanisni of college life, they must
whether oi not the student sees a n
this mechanism ? Simply to remc
of the persons who are assembled I
student who turns into mechanical
Id lotA stranger to the Marine Biological Laboratory \
interest at a two story building fairly blazing with large windo\
the shore of Little Harbor, Wood's Holt, Mass.
feci a degree of curiosity on beholding the exit from the above
le or more rubber-booted knights armed with dip-ni
nlv^ lapon.
,
theFor the initiated, ho'
significance, due to the joys to be experien
of scientific America, the Marine Biologi
natives of Wood's Holl as the '-Summer S
School." The booted knights, altffiuightl
as men of the present era, acquire ii new I
who attack Dame Nature in her seaside hi
microscope, dip-nets, scales, microtomes,
of re-agenls, in hope of wresting her sec
new L.iboratory which has just finished it
is intended to continue the work begun b'







e, for are they not biologists
; with di-ead weapons like th(
111 dangerous looking bottlei
, from her possession? Tht
rst season most successfully








I deri still 1
le met with mechanical accuracy,
son for them. But what is the use of
all interference with the free growth
re for the sake of development. The
lies the suggestions that are meant to
of her life, might well argue that because an
for the healthful exercise of rowing, she
benefit from the same exercise by so binding up her
shall t i the c
With students a^ mature and well ai
atorv schools now send to us year by
s unintelligent mode of living? Is it i
; for the ends for which the college w
es for herself? Could we not afford e
:er of the law for the sake of the spirit
:iplined a c whom the pi
ready to outgrow
at possible for every one so to
s founded that she shall make the
en to sacrifice something of the
the new building, whic
who were to have a
le fauna to be found i
ipend their time on some oi
ndependently.
It was proposed that investigators' table;
problem far
should he occupied by
do original work during
the summer. This openmg, season investigators from Ann Arbor, Boston
Institute of Technology. Mount Holyokc •Collc-'e and Seminary," Bryn
Mawr, Vassar and Wellesley congratulate one another on being first
the scene.
And a very pleasant : One
whose paucity of
and air and make
factory
.
'all and profusion of windows me
; fe.ir lest the Laboratory should
srge tables are each provided
away implements ii
party of thir
from the imputation of not being able to manage aflairs and
number thirteen from those unjust superstitions which cloud its
we arc moved to give a true and faithful account of our summer
conclusively, to our satisfaction, at least, that thirteen is a rno
number and that ladies are unequalled for business arrangemeu
We were, as a party, vonng, handsome and clever, fir
young, and some were handsome, and some were clever. \A
le:irned, for one was a college professor ; and agreeable— at le;
eiich other so. What more need I say except that Wcllesley's stamp was
upon us ; and that wc represented the four moat glorious states in the
Union,— Iowa, Illinois, New York jtnd Massachusetts, and the Hawaian
Islands?
That night the dining-room was crowded with a goodly company,
anticipating the delights of the Old World and rather inclined to overlook
the immediate future. After reckless indulgence in the mcuu, steamer
shawls and rugs were produceil. and we spent the first evening on ship-
board in quiet chat or dreamy meditation in the delightful coolness of the
deck. But a few hours put a very different face on matters. Six o'clock
in the morning found us a sad anti wakefid party, and as I laboriously
.ggled for an hour and a half to get dressed, I resolved to sleep in my
ts for the rest of my voyage. -'Mornings are such dreadful times,"
room-mate declared ; and I chokingly agreed.
Wc finally reached the deck and that good angel, the deck-steward,
:an his ministrations. He deftlv arranged the steamer chairs and
wrapped our shawls and rugs about us in the most comfoi-tible and artistic
manner. He has achieved perfection in • tucking," and so admirable was
his tact in another line that he knew instinctively when to suggest salt
herring and ice and never wantonly disturbed our feelings by proposing
coffee and mutton chops.
It was Sunday, and ought certainly to have been a d.iy of rest, if rest
means doing nothing. We were approaching the Banks, shrouded in
their imvarying clouds of rain and fog ; and damp and chilly vretchedness
settled upon the passengers. Wrapped in my winter coat, a fur cloak,
ru" and shawl, with a liuod and woolen gloves on, and a pillow at my
back, I was still cold ; and we shuddered .it the thought of our Wellesley
'8fls in muslin, listening to the baccalaureate.
Yesterday's gay tourists were ranged in two long lines on the sheltered
side of the deck, the steamer chairs wedged close together, each containing
a mummy. Most of these figures wore a look of unmitigated gloom.
Manv pensively sought the rail, stealing out from under the dripping um-
brellas with which \
igh to soak our gloves and blister our books.
Irivin" in and pouring down, in condensed form, upon our feet,
Igh the buttonholes of the awning. Those who were able to think of
,.;fAs
The weary day. with drooping wings,
Has fled through the western skies ;
And the night comes on with a silent haste,
While the mists as silently rise.
Alone in mv cosy chamber I sit,
My books at my side piled high ;
And I strive to fix my wandering thoughts
On the pages that open lie.
In vain I gaze with a steadfast look.
For memory leads me astray,
And I eagerly follow her roving feet
Through many a sunshiny day.
O'er fresh mown fields roams the scented wind,
And I see, as 1 idly dream.
The distant hills that slip lazily down
To the banks of the winding stream.
Far down the river again I float
O'er its waters tinged by the west
;
Or glide where the surface faintly gleams
•Neath the shades that lie on its breast.
Again I stand on the pine-crowned slope.
And gaze with a quickening heart
On the stretches of meadow and wood and lake.
And the valleys that lie apart.
On Winnepesaukee, gemmed with isles,
Reflecting the cloud-fiecked sky.
And the giant hills that beyond it stand
Soft-shadowed, purple and high.
And I think of my great Creator's power.
Of His everlftstiug love.
Of the "many mansions"—the life with Him—
Of the knowing and seeing above.
Through the tree-tops above me a murmur goes.
Like the sound of the swelling sea,
Till my being is filled with a holy joy
In the thoughts that have come to me.
As the min on my window beats sharp and cold,
I seem to be watching again
The flickering fire light up with a glow
The face of a teacher of men.
Who sits in the quaint, old-fashioned chair.
His hair silvered o'er by the years,
And speaks from the depths of a well-stored mind
Of our life, its hopes and its fears.
But the wind comes up in a boisterous gust.
With a sudden start, I return
To my own warm room, and the open book,
And the lessons I have to learn.
With a sigh, do you think? Ah no, for I feel
The summer has given to me
.New hopes, new ambitions, new objects in life.
New purpose to do and to be.
Though the "road to learning" seem often steep.
There comes to me sometimes a view
Of beautiful landscape, of wave-kissed shore.




for the purpose of .imusi
beasts found in our banks are strictl
toad fish and sea robin prohibit their use for aesthetic purpu
displays may be called unique. Four square yards c.>vercti
cumbers, or languid star-fish, a lone, wanJeriiij
crab pacing the Laboratory floor, or a b.ank full of pug";
s. these are not every day sights,
Notwithstanding the delightful conditions for study make " gomg on
.er" seem possible, the • Labor.itory people," as they were called,
many pleasures which took them out of door-s. Collecting material,
nstance. was accomplished in so many ways that, in reality, it com-
prised half a dozen sports.
5kimming takes in the pleasure of rowing, when one^s work Is over,
gh phosphorescent waters, or. better still, under a summer inoon.
with a prospect of medusae, fish-eggs, and ctenopheres as prizes. Seinmg
aflbrds unsurpassed opportunities for paddling and wading and a sight of
the ludicrous little swell fish who is so affrontecl at being captureil that
puffs himself up till he resembles a small marble. In this condition t
poor fellow floats off" when released, rejoining milder-tempered swell fi
onlv after his indignation has subsided.
But one may have the good fortune to sail in the "Grampus" as t
guest of the Fish Commissioner, and distance all crafts afloat, or ste:
away from land in the Government steamer "Fish Hawk" to deep :
collecting grounds. This last day's pleasure will not soon be forgott.
nor the novelty of dredging. What riches the great net brought to light
!
And how eagerly was the mass of wriggling, flopping, spiny, spattering
beasts inspected by biologists in the "Fish Hiuvk." I'hey could
seized the currency of the deep with no greater haste, had it been s
nstciid of sand dollars. It is astonishing, too, what skill -'wc attai
woiding unnecessary cont.ict with lobster claws, usu.illy somewhat g
ing in their nature, and fish spines and teeth and other useful wcapo
fish craft. We numbered among our spoils from one deep diedgin
the "Fish Hawk," flounders, squid eggs, corals, hake, lobsters,
fishes, bushels of sand dollars and many, many more.
One fails sadly in attempting even to enumerate the joys of a mu
at the Laboratory.—walks, talks, drive.^i, new friends, a chance t<> se
friends, to secure needed help in work, to read the latest scientific
and refer to a good biological library.—ill these and many others co;
ute to the pleasure and benefit of a season at Wood's Holl, and ma
safe to prophesy success in a larger measure to what is
a laboratory already the best equipped in the country,
director, and ho.sts of friends to strengthen and enlarge
Facerari^ -ti^iH e )l!l ^l.'fj lipr,, h-ia|(||,4hfi|yjpaMfc^
portunate attacks of the'V^aiimg ma
rrupted all com
fifty-five. But people were /toi so
-bell failed to produce any general movement, and we
deck till ten o'clock, as if the darkness and damp had been the
of delights. But the port-holes were closed, and how could
e spend more than ten hours in those tiny sLnterooms?
The next morning introduced a week of sunny, comfortable days in
hich ship life became endurable and even agreeable. We were glad then
lat there had been one r.iin. it was so much less monotonous for our
journals. In these we entered each day,—/, e. unless we forgot to.—the
distance made, together with the latitude and longitude at noon.
Our daily course began with an early tramp f.)r e\erci-se, before people
were in their chairs. This was followed after bre.ikf.isi b> some of those
crat of the vessel himself set the example, and -'doctor, lawyer, merchant
chief." followed heartily, joining the boys and girls in the wild e.^ccitemeut
of be,in-bag, ring-toss, quoits and shuffle-board.
The people in chairs read, gossiped, slept and watched the sea. We
were always sailing along in the middle of a circle ; toil as she might our
little steamer could never reach the edge. And day by day that wide ex-
panse of throbbing sea, with the bending sky above, appealed to us with
new meanings and new beauty.
At long intervals wc all crowded to the side to see a steamer, first
a tiny puff of smoke against the pale clear sky, the
sight a miniature copy of the little world in which
laboriously on, like some hard-working beetle m
the far awav billows with steady persistence, holding her cours
horizon's rim till we had passed and gone our separate ways,
were near enough to signal such a stranger and ask by mer









to think that du:
Trulv Columbus
the Atlai
we s:iw no living
trough the water
nvaluable
Make yourself nests of pleasant thoughu. None of us yet
none of us have been taught in eariy youth, what fairy palaces
build of beautiful thoughts, proof against all adversity. Brigl
satisfied memories, noble histories, faithful sayings, treasure
precious and restful thoughts, which care cannot disturb, nor |
gloomy, nor poverty take .iway from us—houses built without
Man is his own star, and the
Render an honest and a pcrft
Commands all light, all influ<
Nothing to him falls early or
Our acts our angels ar












biiat except the porpoises, j
s, and the birds. Where did they come from, those grey
endless spirals on their large, strong wings; and Mother
—the little stormy petrels,—hovering like black specks
IS? Thev seemed to sleep on the crest of the waves.
not ^rh.>->n.-r.; n,„l one puor N'orwei-ian vessel, a full-
.!!: ',!;..' '" - -.'Mtlvl 1- .l^k her longitude.
,,
_.,^,
.M..,-.',j i- ., ,;. ...Mi.lL-iK-t.- ,11 him as a little




And when is she
1 love.'"
;ept in the
s to the stindnrd nautical couiin. In
"When she's attached to a buoy" ;
"When she lies on the bosom ofi




r good or ill.
ilk by us still.
—Beaumo
with very litlli
though on the return she brings trom
there were but few steerage passcnge
quarters, down, down into the boweh
bing of the waves was ail about us.
two dormitories, one for men and one
1 rooms, divided ofl' around the walls, i





The Christian Associe "Wellesley College.
tlic College CImpcl on the
d that since the first attempt at
hundred colleges had banded
5 helping each other, by means of
The object of
The Christian Association of Wellesley College held its first
mectnig m
the College Chapel, October 8th, 1884. The Association was
formed for
the purpose of promoting Christian fellowship, as
a means of mdividual
growth in chiiracter, and of securing, by the union of




' more .vstonialic jniuigcmcnt u! Ciic work to be done in
College, by officers and stiident.s. for ibe cauve
nf Christ.
The idea of such an Association, which .hould not only brmg
mto
unit>- and sympathy all Christion workers in the College, but
also develop
an inter-collegiatc interest in such work, was first suggested
by Mr. Wish-
ard. the Secretary of the College Christian
Association, who visited
Wellesley in February. 1884. and spoke
'
subject which he represented. He
organization, seven years before,
together in this movement, with a v
correspondence, publicititns, vi^itit




previously done bv separate ,.r.',n„ ,.t,on^, cnricd on withm the Chr.S .an
Association by means of various cmnutt^.-.. The work includes Bible-
study (in colleges where that is not already arranged) . devotional
mcfitings.
individual work, and the development of missionary interest.
Such was the interest awakened that toward the close of the collegiate
year '83-'S'l a proposal for the formation of such an
Association was
brought before Uie Faculty, and a Constitution, drawn up by a committee
appointed for that purpose, was discussed at length. The various organi-
zations for Christian work in the College were formally disbanded, as an
initial step toward the formation of the new Association. The question,
however, remained open till the beginning of the year 'S4-'«5. when, at
the meeting of October 8th, it was voted unanimously to form such an
Association. The Constitution previously proposed was then voted upon,
article bv article, and adnptcl u Uh v.n little change. A Nomluoting
,iio- I'T i1k- -lm-imI offices was then appointed
Ai Llif iiLAt [UL'c'ting officers were elected for
n u-a> chosen I'li-sident. Three hundred and
The Temperance Committee has confined its work to Wellesley
College and vicinity. Two meeting, at least, have been held each year,
' (as the Constitution provides) in the College. At these meetings addresses
* have been given bv noted speakers and writers in the Temperance Cause,
amongthemMrs.Livermore, Mrs. Ellen Foster and Mrs. Laura Ormis-
ton Chant. The work in the vicinity of the College has been at South
I Natick, Charles River Village and Dover. Illustrated talks have been
I
given by different members of the College, showing the effect of alcohol
'on the system. The subjects of Alcohol as a Medicine, Alcohol
1 and Social Degeneracy. Juvenile Temperance Work and others
I
have been discussed." Good temperance stories and addresses
have been read. This Committee has assisted in furnishing music
j for the Sunday evening meetings in South Natick, and has taken
I
charge of a monthlv meeting of the South Natick Club. The circulation
of the Temperance' Pledge has formed a part of its work. During the last
I
voar, oiie Monday evening was devoted to the discussion of temperance
;
prohkrns. All weic invited to the Chapel, where a paper was read, en-
i
title.l : ' The Eta-ct of Alcohol Upon Physical Life." This was followed
i
bv a debate on the question : •' Resolved : That Constitutional Prohibition
'
is Preferable to Local Option as a Method of Legislation Against the Evils
of the Liquor Traffic." A vote on the merits of the qu '
],y ;, ,];„(„ .„-,i,-.Hiv in f^.vnv ofprohii.ition.






,,: - iii.i.,\ .tth- ]" '1 iN..i.nii'.'^. :in(l seek to promote
j.jj^,ij , Ml,! 11. I .iiiiii. --. i'r,nt^-l ...U.I-. .uiiioiiiK-ing the subjects for
' Tlim-il n I M. mil" :iu ui in; -.lied ^ii Uie- LiL-giiiiuiiH ul each semester. These
^ mceiin<'v iM' led iivu.ill> li\ College officers, occasionally by friends from
ouMd." oi,..ii- uhum, duiin- the last year, were Dr. McKenzie of Ca'
|bridt;e,Mi. K^iov of Ji.pan. Dr. Abbott of New York, Prof. Drummond
I
of Glasgow Uni\ersity. and Dr. Brooks of Boston. The Sun.
I
day afternoon meetings are conducted by students, and on Commuiiioi
Sunday give place to the ten o'clock prepai
sfor ' ihc Lei
Committee to choi
and the meeting a
one year. Profes;
nty signed the Consti nbers
Membership in the Association is open to all officers and students of the
College. Any one who wishes to become a member must indicate her
wish to the Chairman of the Reception Committee and, after being
accepted by the Board of Directors and having received a majority vote
of the members present at a busine.-^ meeting, must publicly assent to the
pledge and sign the Constitution. Once each month the regular Thursday
evening prayer meeting gives place to the business meeting of the Christian
Association! at which opportunity is given for new members to unite with
the Association, granting their assent to the pledge by standing while it is
The work is divided among various committees whose duties are
defined in the Constitution. As the membership is large and ever increas-
ing, an effort is made to divide the work so that as many as possible may
have a share in it. All Standing Committees must be composed of one
member from the Faculty, one from each of the College classes and one
from the Special Students. Frequent reports of the work in detail are
given by the difierent committees and, once a year, these reports are
gathered together and read, that all may gain a general idea of the work.
It is the duty of the Missionary Committee to provide for monthly
meetings in the interest of either home or foreign missions and to devise
means for raising funds for missionary work, to be expended under the
direction of the Association. The Association has assumed each year the
Mipoortnf -
'
-issionavy in the home and one in tbo fore--- *^dd—Miss
Chandler, A. B. Wellesley 79, in the Madi.n, Mi.'iion, Iiulhi. and Miss
Jones, A. B. Wellesley '84, and Miss Buck, student at Wellesley
84-'86, each for two years in Utah. Tiie salaries of these
missionaries are paid from the voluntary contributions of members of the
College, subscribed by means of pledge cards and given by the weekly
envelope system ; also from the annual tax. It is impossible to give, in a
limited space, any detailed account of the work of this and the other
committees. Two objects have been held constantly in view (as stated by
the Chairman of the Missionary Committee for '8.5-'80) ; first, to present
to the members of the Association some view nftlu' work which ought to
be done in the different departments o!- Mi-vi,„,s; second, to see that the
Association does its share in carrying on tlie^e dideieni lines of work.
The first end was attained through the Mi'.Mou.ii) Concerts, given once a
month, on Sunday evenings, at which missionaries oi long experience and
from every field have been heard. Letters from the College missionaries
have been listened to with much interest. The second end was reached
through the active work of the Association in many directions. The
Association has paid each year the rer
McAli Mission, Paris, and in virtue of thi
berships in the American McAll Association. Each year a Christmas box
has been sent to Miss Chandler for her school. A double room in the new
building of the Y. W. C. A. of Boston has been furnished by the Associa-
tion. Besides tliese, generous sums have been contributed to Southern
and Western mission schools for Negroes and Indians, and for citv
missionary work. Delegates are appointed by the committee to attend
Joards. for the sake of gaining a clearer
leeds of mission work,
ral Religious Work has charge of such work
eighborhood of the College and has included
s field South Natick, South Framingham, Cha.les River Village and
Dedham. The work in South Natick has been mainly in connection with
the Young Woman's Society there. Every Saturday evening has been
devoted to the instruction and entertainment of the factory girls. The
time has been spent in the study of English authors, reading, recitations
and music. Elementary talks liave been given on popular science topics,
historj- and travel. In the second year of work there tlie Committee %va5
enabled to purchase a piano lor use at the meetings, from the contributions
the meetings of Missionary
insight into the prof,'ress and
The Committee on Gene
as may be carried on in the r
of South Natick people
College. Open meetings hav
students have assisted in the e
have been well attended d the
id by
held from time to time to create a
Many of the College officers and
eetings, on the whole,
iraging. In the third year
Prai
The work of the Reception Committee (
of each year. It is the intention of this Committee to reach eve
student, acqviaini her with the purpose nnd work of the Associati
chiefly at Che beginning
For
At tlieclo.e..ltl.e ^.:Av f^CA-sT ;. o.iinnii t,.e u as appointed t.
under the advice of the M,.~..ichu~etu I, uh.n, A-^oCKition, whose plan of
work they adopted: tn-^. u. .pre. id ini..i m.^non .'nd 'o awaken interest iii
the Indians; second, to ,,s„st u, edu.,uni4 lue 1, ,.!,,.„>. For the latter pur-
pose contributions have U-en nr.uh- to tl,e school .. .Si.seton, Dakota ; also
to the Rosebud Mission, D.-k.na. through sale of shares. Members of the
committee have attended the meetings of the Massachusetts Indian j
elation, whose reports .and periodicals it receives.
This completes, in the main, the work of the several Coinmi
ThoughtheChristi.mAsMKiation of Wellesley College b.is been n
istence only four vcars. already its inHuencc is felt in almost every .
tion. Missionaries have gone from tlie College, not only to the West and
South of our own country, but also to India, China, Japan and other di
tant fields. But its influence, .is all know, has been within as well
without the College, a source of constant help and inspiration, making the
Wellesley life ever more good and true.
A RAY FROM THE STREET LAMP.
rcct, and I soon found a double musical feast was my portion that night.
After much confused discussion, these words came back to me across
le street. I withholi! the name of the one addressed in the song, for most
tcellent reasons.
"Miss Blank, Miss Blank, high—a !
We've come to-night to any.
To cakes and pies and orange ice
We're ver\- sure you know the way.
They're over at Eliot Hall,
Whenever you choose to call
;
But if you're ill, a delegate will
Administer toast .nnd a pill.
"Miss Blank. Miss Blank, high—a !
Just s the \
For your sweet sake the baker will bake
A bouncing loaf of chocolate cake.
The coffee is steaming-hot.
The meat right out of the pot,
You know we will send in no bill.
So come and eat your fill."
[Let me remark, in confidence, that I know from personal observa-
tion that the invitation was accepted with eagerness as soon as possible,
much to the diminution of the "bouncing" qualities of the loaf of chocolate
cake]
Now I must tell you what some one unfolded and read in the light of
my presence the other evening, and which I could not help reading too.
I heard it whispered that it came from the little mother in the house near
bv.
"Last Saturda;
srenade to the old,
nth them. These
gloom of the night with their lightsoi
'The Eliot. Sept. 24, 1888."
line1.1 lies of The Eliol
I mother who have come to resit
I'v the delicate and kindly attei
ho has drifted into this pleasai
ould give in return for this uniqi
ing forth the 'Chautauqua lilies'
. that lighted up the darkness ai
;sults
of this work, many of the older girls left the club, going i t of I
of the closing of thi
younger girls and it seemed ^
Accordingly very little of
themselves were encouraged
Their places were filled by much
change the character of the meetings. I
provided and the girls <
The work in Charles River Village has been in support of the Siniday
has been some growth in iiiii]jIjci> in the Sniid,n -.lir.i i| liie Li 'in miller
of last year reports that the results rd" the work more th.ni p.iy for ihe
effort put forth.
The work at South Framingham and Dedham has consisted of
entertainments, accompanied by gifts of cards and flowers, given on
Thanksgiving Day. Three such entertainments have been given to the
women in the Reformatorj- Prison at South Framingham, and one to the
women in the Home for Discharged Prisoners at Dedham. Each Spring,
also, floweri have been sent to tlie prisoners.
r dp p g V mgh\gpD dg dh
rain and sang to her.
Nevertheless, about nine o'clock, a company oi moderately quiet girls
stole around the east corner of the house, and grouped themselves not far
from me around a little, insignificant, umbrella-protected brass lamp.
After an interesting prelude of "Hin-m-m—Is that too low.'" "No."
"All ready. New'." The strains of the time-honored "I see my love at
the window" rang out full and clear. "Oh, there she is at the window,"
sang the sopranos, and "Look ! Look !" continued the altos in sharp
sLnccnto, as at one of the windows on the first floor appeared the cheery
faces of Dr. Barker iind her mother. After a short pause the ancient tune
of "Dear Evelina " floated out on the misty night bearing the words :
—
"Oh, Dr. Barker! dear Dr. Barker!
We would a welcome to you sweetly sing.
Yon and your mother no doubt we shall bother.
But not with intention, oh. that's a sure thing.
"You have a great heart, for each one a small part
;
"Twill banish our trials at dawn of each day.
We'll try to be true, dear, to The Eliot and you, dear,
And improve by your influence, we've all come to say,
"Oh, Dr. Barker ! dear Dr. Barker !
We bid you welcome to all there is here.
We hope 'twill be a pleasure for you our needs to measure.
So the days may pass g.iyly the whole of the year."
Another pause ; and to the notes of "There is a tavern in a town,"
the good-night song was sung.
.'Vnd there our dear love sits her down, sits her down.
With kindly words and greetings sweet.
In room so dainty, gay and neat.
"She's left her home so far away, far away.
And come to Eliot Hall to stay. Hall to stay.
We welcome with a rousing cheer
Our Doctor and her mother dear.
"Oh, ring the bells both far and near, far and near,
That all the glad good news may hear, news may hear,
And now, until the morning bright.
We'll leave thee. dear. Good-night, good-night.
Refrain :—"Fare thee well, for we must leave thee.
Do not let the parting grieve thee,
But remember that to-morrow we will meet again.
Good-night, good-night, dear one. good-night, good-night, good-night.
For now must flee each Eliotitc, Eliotite.
We'll hie us to our mantel beds,
And lay to rest our happy heads."
Naturally I thought to see the serenaders return by the way in which
they had come, but in direct opposition to the intention expressed in the
I
list two lines of the song, they turned their footsteps diagonally across the
INTER-COLLEGIATE NEWS,
EDITED DV ALICE A. SfEVENS, '91.
The fall term of Harvard College began September 27 with a Fresh-
man class of about 300 members. The additions to the Agassiz and Pea.
body Museums have progressed rapidly, as has also the work on Hastings'
Hall, the new dormitory.
There are a number of changes among the instructors. Professors
Gibbs, Lovering and Laughlin have resigned; Messrs. Gray and F. C.
Huntington fill the place left vacant by Professor L.iuL;hlIn; Mr. Babbitt
will take Mr. Hochdorfer's place ; Profe-s. i - I ". .uil --iiiifh have returned
to the classical departmcnl, from which i'l ,.' ^^ KiJnirdson have
resigned ; Messrs. Kittredge, Baker and 1 i. i. i > i \[. ^^, Cumminga
andNutler; Dr. Ward .issi.ts In the plid. . .plr. d^Mnmnn during the
i,.,no,.iM; .,!.- I IV.K-..-.U i'.diii.i , Professor Bucher is abro.id and
M I ' ' ' II: ' I ' lesigned; Dr. Gross and Messrs.
]„




' od of Preachers to the
.
I !
'I ;- 1 by the appointment of
\, \', I . . ' I. 1 ;.:-.!, I, ii 1 Ik .lii^'ical School, Cambridge,
nd K< ^ II W , . .. r All .Souls' Chmcb. New York. Both are
gntdu.iti. : .,-. \ : ! I ;:!;'. inity School, of the classes of '71 and '76
e^jjeeiiM 1 i , '1 bursar has been filled by the appointment
oliMr. C, 1 . -M.I u -<. ,1. e jf Mr. A. Danforth, who has resigned. Mr.
Robert Cameron of Kcw, England, has been appointed foreman of the
Botanic Gardens, where he has already taken charge.
The Freshmen class . iitering Yale this fall numbered 337. In tlie
icndemic departmen'- -'!? answered to the roll-call, and in the scientific
department llf. iiie ci.iib.^ m both departments are the largest ever
entered, the academic showing a gain of ten and the scientific of twenty-
five. No changes of importance in the curriculum are to be recorded.
The old laboratory has altogether disappeared, and work upon the new
library has been so vigorously pushed that it is nearly completed. The
building will cost $125,000. and is the gift of .Samuel B. Chittenden of
New York City.
The opening exercises of Princeton, held Sept. 1"2, were conducted by
its new President, Dr. Francis Landey Patton. The new Biological
Laboratory, a memorial gift of the class of '77, is completed and the
new art building will be finished in December. The foundations
for two other new buildings are to be laid this Fall.
Mr. Henry B. Fine, associate professor of Mathematics at Princeton
College, and Miss Lena Faber. were married at Syracuse. N. Y., Sept. 6.
Mr. Malcolm C. McNeil, associate professor of Astronomy at Princeton
College, has been called to take the ciiair of M;ithematics and Astronomy
at Lake Forest Universitv. Prof Andrew Armstrong, associate professor
of History at Princeton College, has been called to the chair of Philosophy
at Wesleyan College. (Etbelbert C. Warfield, Princeton '82, has accepted
the presidency of Wianic University )
Cornell Univcisit>- opened on Sept. 25. The entering class of -107 is
the large--! ill tlie M-^hrv .1 ihe College. Professor E. B. Andrews of
Brown L'mvLi.iu \\\\\ t.iki the chair of political economy and finance.
Professor 1! s \\ iute l„i. ilrcady assumed the position of dean. Dr. W.
T. Hewelt, who was -ilisciU in Europe last year, resumed his position as
Professor of German. James Law, professor of veterinar)' medicine and
surgery, absent la-^t year in the sei-vice of the Government for the suppres-
sion of the cattle plague, returns. In the iigricidtural department Profes-
sor L. H. Bailey of Mi hjh I - i: t| |i..oi;. I to tlie professorship of
horticulture. Thene.. i -nt of civil engineering,
standin" on the east - i ed the top of the first
story. The found-d. i. i ;i m u I,: . i ^ l inM.u-, for which Henry W,
Sage recently advanced $;i-'-'i, nun, li.isjo^t been set. The building is to
be completed fire proof, and capable of accommodating 450,000 volumes.
The rush was a most exciting one and was won by the new-fledged
The course in journalism at Cornell opens very prosperously. Scores
of students are taught the beginners' manual, and the college paper is
flourishing. There is no doubt about the popularity of the course.
Notwithstanding the abolishment of the preparatory department at
Vassar there is an increase in the number of students. The entering class
of 70 members is larger than it has been for fourteen years, an increased
number of students from New England being noticed,
Dartmouth began Sept. 6th the one hundred and twentieth year of
Amherst has 361 students this year, the largest attendance in the his-
tory of the college.
Wcslevau University opens with 216 students this fall, a gain of 26 on
last year. Her Freshmen class numbers 70 members.
THE LAKE MOHONK. CONFERENCE.
The sixth annual meeting of the Lake Mohonk Conference of Friends
of the Indian was held at Lake Mohonk, New York, on Wed-^esday and
Thursday, Sept. 20-7
ddrc'ss was that of Dr. Lyman Abbott on Indian Edu-
lat much had been done toward the education of
nd something toward the education of single tribes,
but no plan had been agreed upon for the education of the Indian race,
for converting them from groups of tramps, beggars, thieves and some-
times robbers and murderers, into communities of intelligent, industri-
ous imd self-supporting citizens. The United States government must
undertake to provide this education, to Hssi.me tl>e worlt of equipping
for civilized industry and intelligent citizenship the entire mass of
Indi..,. youth. The education tlius to be alTorded must ,u>t merely be
offered as a f^ift, but must be made compulsory. If the government were
at once to assume the entire work of educating the Indian children, the
churches, released from a burden which never ought to have been laid





itual culture of the Indians
schools, where Indian teachers mig
of their own people. The Presidi
to the establishment
e prepared to become the
ihouiii be empowered to
who shall be authorized to organize
lal system. The schools should teach the
English language. They should also teach j I:
and of the industrial arts a
of American life with at least
t Ayr and under tlic s
But left 1
the tourist heard a stran;
shrubbery just over the wal
said blandly to the policei
"But will you tell me what hir.l that i^?"
"Bird, ma'am ! Thai 1" ami a sinllo btoie across the grave features of
Her Majesty's officer, "Tliat ain't a binl, bless you. That's a pig."
It is hhlated that during the summer a Harvard student chanced to
be riding on the B. & A. road and to make the acquaintance of a lady,
fascinating, beautiful and, as he thought, youthful. He was familiar with
Wcllesley and, as she asked him to point it out to her, he took her out on the
platform and showed her the picket tence. As she evinced much interest
he asked insinuatingly, with an eye to future invitations, no doubt, "Are
you expecting to enter the College this fall?" "No, but my daughter is,"
came the paralyzing reply.
Scene : Dining room. Time : Monday, G p. m.
Kind Teacher(smiling across the table upon Freshman from the West)
"So you have been spending the day in Boston? And what did you think
of the Hub?"






College weather thus far been like the fifteenth Kii
ach reigned for one month.
las been lying over a fortnight or so for lack of
King of Israel who reigned six weeks.
e shall hope to publish the progress and result of the
Hendei
Emerson and McFar-
>rrill and Morrill; K.
;
Clement and Bailey;
roduccd a Bill for the revision of the ci
; of confidence.
inference with the Secretary of the Inte
lunong the Chicago strikers.






their best to niaki
and we hope all s
us the support of
the way of shat
demands of liki
At a later date
m on Wednesday, Oct. 10, not-
;e of the weather the previous day. By this
n lias been thoroughly discussed, but we
MO
-re iIlt consternation to any hearts than
ii|>j"ii-.. |iist here we venture to ask for
niLli.. in our past trials with the weather of
> lay nli pl.iying which does not come up to
3 keep in practice. It is too early in the
lake any statement with regard to the success
; take this oecasion to thank all those who
and doubles. Below we give the list of
rid that it n
B the uumbei
lomiscs all those interested in tennis to
t i\% interesting and exciting as possib
;,• their interest in it, not only by lendi
but by voluntary offers of assistance
cheerful acquiescence
Doubles: Ptir .. .,,
land; Barker and In.
Morse and M. L. ' " :
Hnlden and Wootl^ . > n
Singles: E. Tliaver. champion; Pearsons, Emerson. McFarland,
Fine, Weaver, K. Morse, M. L. Godfrey, Morrill, Morrill, Fishel. A. R.
Wilkinson. Holden.Coburn. J. Thayer, E. G. Hoyt, Bailey, Pope, M.
Parker, F. Wing, Hardon, Hardy, L. Morgan.
La-wn Tennis—Later.
The first week of our annual college Tournament has passed off n
successfully, despite the inclement weather which put a stop to those
games which were arranged for Friday and Saturday. The weather on
Wednesday was bright, though a trifle too cold for those not actively en-
bered twenty-one, and those for
doubles, ten. Tiic increase in the number this year is highly gratifying
to the officers of the Association and to all interested in Lawn Tennis.
llent tennis playing has been seen during the week, and
many of the bouts required three sets for deci
The game on Wednesday between Misses Pearsons and Pope w
by the former, and that between Misses Fishel and C. Morrill w
by the latter.
Some fine playing was shown on Monday in the games betwei
Misses McFarland and Coburn, both players being in good form and
their mettle.
The following is a summary of the week's play:
Under the effect of Monday's sunshine the Class of '90 brightened
visibly. They began to hope that the rain might cease before their Ji
Promenade.
NS ! Our College progresses ! The Eating-Between-
Meals law has been repealed ! Ob, '88 ! the walls of old Room C did no
echo your eloquence for naught. And what is the effect? Since an
nouncing the repeal, our President
dignity of the students. The Doctor could not fail to notice brighter eyes
and rosier complexions, and Professor Currier must rejoice that the College
sternum is raised to a height sufficient to bear the added responsibility.
To be sure it is stipulated that eatables shall notbe kept in the
; of this regulation, whether
pleased or not to see the other day suspended from one window a large
basket. It was held by a stout rope.
whom the new regime will be a very
great relief. At the end of last term she went to pay her College bills and
thinking she had settled her accounts, was about to depart whent lie kindly
cashier said, "Fifteen cents for your spread, if you please."
The girl blushed. She trembled and finally faltered, "Why, Mrs.
Ransom ! How did you know I hud given a spread?"
On the trip to Concord last Monday, it was instructive to notice how
the noble steed driven by our Acting Professor of History defied the dogma
that action and re-action are equal. When an impetus was received from
without, he merely shook his ears. The lash was applied. He wagged
his left ear. A locomotive thundered upon him. He wagged Ills right
ear. He heard a member of the Faculty pronounce him a wag, where-
upon he assented with both ears. Instead of addressing him in the words
of Maria to Malvolio, "Go shake your ears!" the Faculty appealed to
him in this wise: "Tchck ! Tcbck ! Get up! Get up! Tchck
!
Tchck !" So constantly was this repeated that hereafter, if any student
recites her history too slowly, she need not be surprised to hear a gentli
prompting from the desk : "Tchck I Tchck ! Get up 1 Get up ! Tchck
Tchck !"
We will not tell their names, nor is the Courant, for all its fou
pa^es, spacious enough to contain the list of their virtues; but one wa
s daiightei nd this what thev said :
"The t.
Oct. 9th.—Reports of serious damage done by the r
in New England and Canada.
Cholera has made its appearance in the Philippine Islands.
Reports of a maritime alliance between England and Italy
Fran^
. Chi,Strike of 1700 street car employee
Father Schleyer, the inventor of Volapuk,
Anderson's History substituted for Swintor
"uperor William, Emperor Frr Joseph, the King of
exclaimed the mother, as she stood
3w on the opening dav of the College term and watched the
s everyvviicre. streaming up and down ihe sidewalks,
makes the world look like a fli.eting show."
The younger lady roused herself from her wise reflections, which would
be all Greek to us, and came and stood beside the window too.
fleeting show !" she echoed quietly. "It looks to me more like a floating
The students of Zoology have been asked to observe when the blue
birds leave us. Do you know? If so, tell some one else; if not, find out.
It was a Wellcsley tourist of years and dignity, wearing spectacles
and carrying in her hand a red-bound guide book, in her shawl-strap a
volume of John Burroughs. She cherished the fond hope that she might,
while in Great Britain, hear a lark, possibly, also, a nightingale. When-
ever, therefore, a new bird-note struck her ear, she inquired of the carriage
driver, "What bird may that be?" and the man would reply, "That,
madam, is a throstle," or, "A thrush, ma'am, that is."
Saxony, the Regent of Bavaria, and the Duke of Tuscany
Murzznschlag.
Accident on the Lehigh valley R. R. at Mud Run, near Pcnn Ht
Pa, No. killed 61, injured 40.
Great prairie fire in Dakota.
Jacksonville,—new cases, 63 ; deaths, 3.
Oct. 11th.—Emperor William welcomed at Rome by King Humbert.
President Cainut returned to Paris.
Dynamite cartridges placed on the street car tracks by striking
ployees in Chicago.
jfacksonville,—new cases, 47 ; deaths, 2.
Oct. 12th.—The Emperor received by the Pope at Rome.
Sixty-two Indian chiefs arrived in Washington to confer in regard to
opening the Dakota reservation.
Arguments in cases prepared to test the Chinese exclusion act were
begun in the U. S. Circuit Court.
The President vetoed two Bills.
Jacksonville,—new cases, 66 ; deaths, 4.
Oct. 13th.—Cremation condemned by the Congregation of tlie Holy Office.
The Pope emphasizes to the Emperor the necessity of
his temporal power.
Jacksonville,—new cases, 31 ; deaths, 3.
Oct. 14th.—Another disastrous flood in China, 10,000 drowned,
Negotiations are under way to settle the trouble with the
Chicago strike said to be at an end.
Great fire at Glasgow, loss £100,000.
Oct. 15th.—40,000 copies of Dr. Mackenzie's book ha'
the police of LeipBic.
, in the Phy-
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il in n.iiii"..,, ..;; i ^i. .il;.li vcar students 7. And last, but i
le the Specials, ufwlioin there are this year 120. The
r students is tJOJ. the largest company Wellesley has yet enrolled.
The Faculty numbers 7S at present.
rror has been made in the announcement of the Medieval Litera-
NT. Only twenty-nine lectures will be
not count toward a degree. R- See.
skies Monday for their regular autumnal
trip to Concord. The rest of us spread out our umbrellas to dry and
wished the History classes would go to Concord everj' day of the week.
Tlie New Enghmd Asei^ciatinn of College and Preparatory schoi
in last week's Coui
given in two years, and these wi
The History classes had bit
held i College of Liberal Arts, Boston Uni-
ek. Representatives of the
Fraulein Wenckebach and
ion Friday afternoon on the
odern language,
ek in Wellesley between the
dollar:
third annuril mwV.
versity. onFriday an.l ^.lU,l.!a^ -^i last \
Wellesley Faculty vvcrc m attcndniice.
Mademoiselle See partitipntin^' in the discu
subject of College entrance requirements ui
A muff in black bear fur was lost last %
Cheney grounds and Hotel Wellesley. The finder will get
reward if he brings it to room 113, Wellesley College.
Residents at College during the spring term of '87 will like to know
that the little lad, Ray Mead, who turned Stone Hall into his play-room
and kept teachers and students gloriously busy in finding his lost caps,
escorting his biccle and disentangling his fishing lines, is just now happily
recovering fmm the scarlet fever. Old acquaintances, who picture our
small Puck as solacing his convalescence by the painting of innumerable
paper-folded boats, are reminded by this suggestion of illness, of the day
when his mother, a special student at the College, lay sufiering with a
severe headache, and Ray, climbing upon the bed and taking a guardian
Ide her chest, remarked cheerfully: "Mamma, I'm sorry to
:ar the gates oi death."
L-ringclassofSmilli College numbers 153, of whom 128 take
ourse and 25 arc special students. The whole number of stu-
:ollege is 4S0.
. , . Degu.uing with next week copies of the College edition of the
^
i CouBANT can be obtained at W. H. Flagg-s periodical store, WeUesley.
position u
the regular i
mattresses. Notices in four languages hung on the walls, stating that all
who hatl not been vaccinated must go at once to the ship's surgeon. That
gentleman has the pleasant task of examining every one of the steerage and
intermediate passengers; as neither the English nor the Amcriain govern-
ment will allow an immigrant to land inivaccinated.
One (lay we heard that there had been a burial from the ship, before
wc were up. One of the steerage passengers, a poor fellow ill with consump-
tion, who had started out in the hope of seeing Immc once more, died by the
way. Very early in the morning, amid a little group of his humble fellow
voyagers and sea-worn sailors, in the presence of the captain, prayers were
read over his wasted body. This tenement of clay, wrapped in sail cloth,
lay extended on a plank, and during the reading it was slipped off into the
all-concealing sea. The same night a child was horn—a tiny British sub-
ject, as wc sailed under the English flag,—and wc brought into port as
many souls as we had home out.
We soon became iiautic.-)! enougli to tell time by bells—eight bells at
eight in the morning, at noon, at four in the .ifternoon, and eight in the
evening; one bell at half past eight, two at nine, and so on to twelve
o'clock, except in the case of the dog watches which I never understood.
Breakfast was son'cd at eight bells and at two, lunch .it one bell and at
two, dinner at two bells and a late supper at two hells. This was the
most social meal of the da\ . People came drifting in by twos and threes,
the giddy youths and maidens from the "turtle-back" where they had
been watching the wake that lay behind us like a silver ribbon ; we irre-
pressible lovers of music reluctantly left some favored (?) spot where we
had warbled our entire repertoire of college snn-,'s as many
wc dared ; and the ciders thankfiill\
toast and hot lemonade. The v c u-i
,
bit and stout; but we never gr<.\\ ro
cold moonlight for buttered
used to order Welch rare-




each of ns, illun
ported by pullev
and a glee. Ont
ning a concert was announced for the benefit of the
n's Orphan Institution. A large sheet was presented to
uated on the fnmt with some architocUiral design sup-
over : tossing sea and overhung by the English and
These oricrcd t!ii^ problem and answer
:
1. who will ;iid the sailor's orphan child?
will whosi.- rumiui lire on the otlier side."
"thi. oilKt -ilk* ^.iiitained the program and names of the
II.' oi (Ik- '^-ciiilLiuLn on board who sang finely gave their
li.kii ihc uijpliiiii child" ourselves to the extent of rcii-
[hf ll.uviiiaii ii.iiioiuil song, u waltz whistle, ii piano sulo
of our most intertsiing passengers, an English gentle-
the end of his tongue, gave us a scene
toteh. Irish and cockney members all in
The next day the purser conducted service in the dining-room and
many of the sailors were present. They read the responses like men who
saw His wonders in the deep, and their reverent voices brought into the
hymns an undertone of the winds and waves. Monday night we began to
meet sailing vessels and late in the evening wc passed the outer lights of
the Irish coast. At midnight the Jackal came out from Qucenstown har-
bor and anchored by us ; while a motley throng with packs on their backs
and handkerchief bundles streamed aboard her in thf Jul!. iuis.t\ torch-
light. The next day wc packed and feed everybody , fioiii tin.' l.;ikci who
furnished ship-candy to the old sailor for whnui 'iwu d;i>s, ^slioie iind
This is a question which involves a wide range of discuss!
wider than can be catered upon here, where it must be decided as a ques-
tion of authority, of law and of government, rather than as a question of
ethics, or philosophy, or religion.
I am not speaking of private schools, established by any sect, sup-
ported for any special object or purpose. I am speaking of those public
schools which arc established and supported by the government, as great
public institutions and charities—institutions for which it is lawful to levy
taxes upon the citizen—charities in the true legal meaning of the word,
which are recognized as a part of the institutions of the country, and pro-
tected and supported by its laws.
If my first proposition is true, that our Government is based upon
religion, that Christianity is an acknowledged and recognized part of our
law, does it not follow, as of inevitable necessity-, that in every school
founded by government, religion should be recognized, and piety should
be taught? I need not repeat. Sir, that I speak not of any sect, or church,
or creed, nor of any form of faith, I speak of those principles of true
piety and religion which have existed from the hour when the morning
stars s;iug together—from the hour when God said " let there be light"
—
piety eternal as the stars, religion pure and holy as the light of Heaven.
One of our most eloquent orators has told me that many years ago he
met Mr. Webster in London, and conversed with him upon the future des-
tinies of our country. Mr. Webster spoke despondingly of our future.
Have you no hope, sir, in our education ? He shook his head sadly, with-
out a reply. Have you no hope then in the religious education of the
people? His whole noble face lighted up, as he acknowledged that this
was the one bright star, yet shining for his country ; and he then expressed
his intention of one day laying before his countrymen his long treasured
thoughts upon that great subject. How well that promise was kept his
countr^'men well know. Mr. Webster's great oration upon the "Religious
Instruction of the Young" remains to-day the noblest monument to his
fame, the truest mirror of his character. Those who remember him only
in the heal and ilust of political strife, or in his great contest at the bar,
much ligion and piety should be taught—we have found this principle to be rec-
ognized by our laws and enacted as a positive statute ; and the only ques-
tion remaining is from what book are we to seek this instruction— if that
indeed can be called a question which admits of but oiu. .m^^wur—which
answers itself. And here I might well pause, if this gii..n |>iiiiii i-^ c-tib-
lished—for when this is settle<i all the conclusions foilovs . of tK._L-.MU—










f the fortunate occurrences of my life, that I
the Supreme Court shortly after the death of
He spoke with earnest feeling of his early
friend, of liis deep religious belief, of his awful reverence for the living
God ; and ,is lie dwelt upon that great theme—as he by way of contrast
^poke rdso i.l;i man without religion, a man whom the Scriptures describe
in sulI) ti-rsL- hul terrific language as livlntj "without God in the world"—
as he declared the greiit truth that "religion is a necessary and indispen.
sable element in any grciit human clinracter," it seemed as if the true great
soul of the speaker himself was revealed; as if inspired by his theme, he
ha<l for once laid open and displayed the profound mysteries of his own
consciousness, of his inner self, and his own lofty and usually inscrutable
being. It seemed as if the clouds which enfolded the lofty summits of the
untain had for a moment rolled away, and the lofty peaks were visible,
iant in tlicJr serene and sublime majesty, aspiring forever, soaring for-
r upwar.l towards the everlasting heavens. I believe that in that one
luent I obtnined move insight into that great nature than years of
liliav intercourse would have given. And I believe, too, that his serious
I solemn con\ictions, his highest hopes, his noblest thoughts, are more
\ iLMjunlnl 111 the ;,'rcat oration of which I have spoken, than In all the
\\ ill }our Honor allow me to detach two or three thoughts from
vcrful argument, which are particularly appropriate to the subject of




It will be said, perhaps, we do not object to your use of the Bible
—
we object only to the common English version of it. I feel constrained to
to say that I cannot believe this is the true question. Unless I misunder-
stand wholly a late letter from the Bishop of Boston, if our regulations re-
quired the pupils to read the Donay Bible together, to recite the Ten
Commandments together, to repeat the Lor<i's Prayer, or chant the
of David together, even although they were to use the text of the
Douay Bible, it would be a "brotherhood in a simulated union of prayer
and adoration, which his church expressly forbids"—but this may not be
,nd taken by the counsel here, and 1 will therefore attempt to
the suggestion that our common version should give place to the
iible. And the first answer is, that as sowe version is to be taken,
ible in some translation is to be used, as there is a dilFerence ot
the best, the question must be decided by that tri-
have intrusted the decision. The school corn-
law required to select and decide upon the qucstic
led, and they have determined this question. The
,n express statute to be read daily, and the committee have
used and adopted the same version for all other purposes.
I uphold and justify that decision upon many grounds ; and I say first
to these gentlemen who are so earnest for toleration, who are so fearful of
sectarianism, that I object to their Douay Bible because it is avowedly a
sectarian book written and published with that acknowledged object. Our
Saxon Bible never has been, never can be sectarian. It is quite worthy of
remark that at this hour it has no express sanction of any sect or of any
church. No creed can claim it as peculiarly its own ; it is the common
property, the common heritage of all. Nay more— it is well known there
are more real and essential diFTerences of opinion between the various
Protestant sects, as to the correct translation of various important texts,
than bet^veeu the Catholics and the Protestants. But for all that, this ver-
sion is—with one exception only—accepted by all sects of Christians who
speak the English tongue, as a translation sufficiently correct—not for sec-
birian arguments—not for disputes upon points of doctrine—not for creeds
or schisms—but for the common and daily use of Christians, for instruction
in piety, in morality, and in that pure religion which is high above sects
and doctrines, as the stars are above the earth ; and for this very reason
—
because the Christian sects who differ upon so man}' points, are with one
exception willing to unite upon this version—it is fitting and proper that
this should be adopted. It was the English Bible centuries ago. The
descendants of Englishmen still cherish it. It has been the American
Bible for centuries also. The Catholics who have emigrated found it here
when they came, found it here as the people's Bible, found it here in the
schools which they came to share with us. These reasons alone should be
sufficient, but there are other reasons for the use of our bible which will, I
am sure, appeal to the heart and the brain of every foreigner who sends
his children to our public schools.
I appeal to their gratitude now, to their sense of honor now, as I
would appeal to their generosity, if it were necessary, and ask them if they
would wish to come here to share our freedom, to ask our hospitalitv, to
enjoy the liberties,—the free education—the institutions which our father's
purchased at such a price, and then take our Bible away? It was to read
that Bible in safety that our fathers came to this cold and banen shore
—
that Bible lay in the narrow cabin of the "May Flower"— it was the only
star that shone for the Puritan in that long night of toil and strife and
famine, which well nigh ended in despair. It was with hands clasped
above that Bible that Washington prayed in his tent, through those seven
long years ot doubt and distrust, when the "God of Battles" alone sus-
tained him. It has been the household god of the school-room from the
infancy of the country. The schools which made us free, which will
make worthy and true citizens of your children, have grown up under its
influences. And will you take it from us now?
difiicuU to discuss this question calmly. I imagine that feelings
}Ay Jirst proposition has been that the Christian religion is a part
the law of our ancient Commonwealth.
My second proposition was that true liberty of conscience' and tr
toleration of all forms of belief can exist consistently with tlial law.
My third proposition is that piety and morality are to be taught as
part of education, and that this is not incnnsistent with religiouE toleratic
or entire liben
educating a child, to whom God has given an immortal soul, as well as in-
tellectual faculties, it is the duty of the State to cultivate the one and leave
the other indarkiiess? Above all things, in a republic which exists only,
which can be maintained only, by the virtue of its citizens—can it be
argued that it is the duty of the State to teach everything but these very
virtues upon which its existence and well being depend? Will it be said
that it is the duty of the Stale to e ^ucate its citizens, but that those very
virtues which alone are useful to i.ic State itself—"those virtues which
tend to secure the blessings of liberty," shall be a sealed book— shall be
forbidden forever, banished forever from the schools? If self-preservation
is indeed a law of nature, shall not the State be allowed to preserve itself,
not by war, not by proscription, not by force, but by instructing its chil-
dren in piety and morality and pure religion? But I must remember that
I cannot discuss this question here, as a question of morality, of philoso-
phy or of religion, I am here only to defend and justify an ancient law of
the Commonwealth, which prescribes, in so many words, "that piety,
justice, humanity and universal benevolence shall be taught in our public
schools."
The principles for which I contend would justify laws far more gen-
eral and comprehensive than this ; and I look for the hour when they will
he enacted, but this is the law of to-day ; and I believe that no one will be
bold enough to deny its obligation or its justice.
This law to which I have referred the Court is but a re-enactment of
a more ancient statute ; it was sanctioned anew in the revision of our
laws, and is now found in Chap. 23, Sect. 7, of our Revised Statutes.
May it please your Honor, wc have advanced thus far in the argu-
ment, and wc find that it is a positive law, which neither teacher nor
scholar can evade, that piety shall be taught in our public schools, and I
turn now to my adversaries, to ask the question that terminates this con-
troversy forever—from what book is piety to be taught in a Republic
where Christianity is a part of the law of the land? Is it to be Uught
from Confucius, or from the Vedas and Puranas of the Hindoos? Shall
Pl.tto be our instructor in piety, or shall we go back to Zoroaster? No,
Sir, there is but one answer that can be given. No skill of the opposing
counsel can evade it. And I feel that h^ will not, and dare not attempt to
answer it. What course he m.iy take in his argument I cannot anticipate,
hui this I know, that he v\-ill pass this question by in prudent silence.
Ami yet thv whole case turns upon this one question, and it must and will
be answered. No craft of the Jesuit can avoid it. No form of words can
conceal it. The answer comes from every lip. Catholic as well as Protes-
tant— it comes from the altar, from the pulpit, and from the statesman's
closet—from the street and from the fireside—from the heart of every
mother, fiom the lips of every child. There is hut one book from which
we itaie tciich piety, and that book is God's Holy Bible.
It would seem that by slow steps we are somewhat advanced in this
our investigation. We have found that all government is based upon reli-
gion. That the government of our free republic is based upon the Christ-
ian religion, and that it is a part of the law of the land—that in all public
education given by the State to its citizens, it is essential that morality, re-
r common familia
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To be continued.
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"Word From Mrs. Pain
You see I keep blessed Weliesley with me among the glaciers and
wind-blown boulders of these mountain tops, where we are spending s'lme
days. This hotel is 7195 feet above the sea, with the largest glacier sys-
tem of the Alps two hours' cltmb above us, and fine views from all the
three windows of our pleasant room, up and down the Rhone valley and
the snowv peaks on every side.




iers winding among the peaks in front and to the r
Its long,—snowy peaks among the clouds on even,'
.uch rocky desolations as I never thought to -:ee,^n
boulders piled up together, as if a world IkhI ln-en .>'
thrown up here among the everlasting snows. On the hi^^ln'^i
large cross had been set in 18-iy, and here it lifts its « ide ;irni^
stars continually, and they do not seem far away ! I shall see
hereafter when I hear the glorious old hymn,
In the crosi^of Christ I glorv
_
Do not forget in how many places, at strange altars, and
skies, the dear God hears our prayers for Weliesley, and for yo
are trying to do His will through her, and for her.
"Wc have had just t
requir
the ul.
we did all we pfanned durin
drizzle. We had delightful vi
Peterborough and Ely Cathedr
1 months to-day since wc sailed, and
e seen nothing of it. I am clothed r
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Switzerland.
about among the lakes and northern mo
high Alps. I send you a gentian I p ck
Eggishorn, with over twenty m les of gl;
blue lake lying between them
shall be
In October we go to Veni
time the lovely world allows l
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s tlie faiti] with which she looked at
life, a faith that followed tlie law of her whole nature, sincere, trustful,
absolute, unaided by the semi- factitious help of a vivid iiiiaeri nation, too
deep as a rule for words, a pervasive and all-suitaining power. It lay at
the foundation of her strong and eHicient womanhood. Her life was
silent, silent by very force of its intensity and purity, as a clear and steady
flame. It was known only to a few ; but to them it is a precious possession
forever. Hers was no celestial nature, too etherally frail to endure the
shocks and strains of earthly life. Clearly, unflinchingly she looked ou
on the actual world and met its problems and its needs with deep ant
assured wisdom. In her humility she would often say with genuine paii
that she had no spiritual perceptions; but of late years this ceased tt
trouble her. The steady look, the firm voice remain in the memory wit!
which she said : "! am one of tlie plain, every day people of this world
with onlv occaston.ll glimpses of another, f hope it may indeed be so
"Thatearlh may gain by one man the more.
It is the gain of Heaven. For us, left behind, what remains? Thi
thought that the noblest qualities of earth are perhaps the noblest qnalitiei
for Heaven also ; that silent courage, that sensitive poise, that selBes!
devotion, that practical wisdom, are in tnith ccle-;tial gifts. And thi
consciousness that the spiritual and the earthly life are in deepest realit;
one. since such a soul is so deeply needed there that it cannot be spared ti
GLOVES GLOVES
!
Also, a -t-Button Glove, which is specially good for school and shopping
THE RED GLOVE STORE, 53 West St,
And her work here? We remember the quiet yet joyful
with which, less than a month ago, she said : "I can imagine no life more
satisfying than that which I am to live at Wellesley." The life was not to
be hers, the work is untouched by her hand.
She has left us comfort. Among her papers are a few lines, copied
1 one who was himself called away in the beginning of his earthly
evement. \Vc read them, and our hearts grow trustful and the
; Wis
Resolutions adopted by,the Faculty of Wellesley College on the death
Miss Clara French, Instructor in English Literature ;
O Vellesley College are invited to notice the
J kson, the furrier of 412 Washington street, Boston. This well cstab-
h d firm is in a better position than ever to supply the demands of the
trade, and sell at lowest prices considering stT,'lc and quality of goods
THE CUSTOMERS OF
MISS C. A. TRAVIS,
Who have made numerous inquiries for the Fall and Winter Styles in
TRIMMED HATS AND BONNETS,
Viil be pleased to know tha'. they will be fully ready for inspection.
On Satukdav, Ne.kt, October 13th.
;reet, Natick, Mass.iJUoql
IMPAIRED VISION.
Having made a Special Study of the Ophthal-
mascopic Examination of the Eye, under Dr.
Dennett nf New York, with practical work at the
New York Eye and Ear Infirmary, the undersigned
is prepared to examine and correct errors of refrac-
ntific r
Fee for Ophthalmnscopic Examination, $-2.00.
D. W. WELLS, Optician,
With J. H. WASHBURN, Jeweler,
29 South Main Street, Natick, Mass.
WOODILL'S.
The Only Studio in Natick where Tin Pictures
Cabinets are made. Also, Interiors made at
Short Notice.
Washington Street, near Depot.
WASHBUKN & REED,
Druggists,
FINE TOILET AND FANCi' ARTICLES, COMBS,
HAIR, TEETH AND NAIL BRUSHES,
COLOGNE, BAY RUM,
BULK PERFUMES AND SACHET
POWDERS.
WASHBURN & REED, Wood's Block,
Opp. Depot, Natick, Mass.
DR.ThOS. M.DOWSLEY ^„
— DENTIST.I St.,cor. TiemoDtSt., Boston.
DE WOLFE, FISKE & CO.,
Publishers and Booksellers,
THE ARCHWAY














412 WaslilDgton St., Boston,
Prices OS Low as CHOICE GOODS
can be made.
J. E. HAMBLIN,
S BKOMFIELD STREET, BOSTON. MASS.
Opthaimic Surgeons' Orders a Specialty.
Writing JTt^:z^i^«z.?7fJ,^l'::T'viJ^ Wedding
Paper and p™'.',d',ri'rfall"fnformi'ta', « S"S.e'° ?ii°.°,''" Invitations,
Stationery poa,„l, cost of envelopes, stat.onery. etc. VisitingCaid.
By n.io:Q:.a.ni> I*. c3-.a.-s-. Monograms,
Mail or (K.,,,n^rl, .,1 W,„I, .tr.Al,. Cres-ts. Dies &





The Fourth Page of this Paper
can be reserved for advertising.
For rates apply to CHAS. D.
HOWARD, Publisher, Box I 141,
Natick, Mass.
Building Lots in Wellesley for Sale.
House Lots on Grove Street, contjiining 1.^,000 to .10,000 feet each.
Also lots of two to five acres each, on Nehoiden Hill, commanding an ex-
tensive prospect. A lot of -l^ acres on Wellesley Avenue with a fine
grove and commandiug view. Tentls easy. Inquire of
CHAS. B. DANA, Grove Street.
